accumulation point in r. Markus (10) has shown that n R((A-XI)^) is independent of X in r^. For X^ in r^, he n-1 00 has also shown that if y e H R((A-X_I)^) then ye R (A-Xl) n=l o for all X in and if y ^ R((A-XQI)'^) then {xer^:
yeR(A-XI)} has no accumulation point in r^.
We would like to study in more detail and in a more general setting the phenomenon which occurs at the points of FQ as distinguished from the other points of r. A character ization of the points of TQ which does not explicitly involve a(A-Xl) is an easy consequence of the work of Homer (6) and Graber (5) . For each X^ in r, there exists a closed linear Theorem, TQ is continuous. Thus there is no loss of gener ality if we consider A and T to be continuous linear opera tors defined on all of X with ranges in Y.
In consideration of this background, the object of study in Chapter II is the determination of when R(B-T) = R(A-T) for all T with sufficiently small norm where B is a closed linear operator such that B is one-to-one, R(B) = R(A), and Bx = Ax for all x in D(B). We consider the linear operator (B-T)B~^ which is a mapping of R(A) into R(A-T).
Now R[(B-T)B'"^] = R(B-T) and hence if (B-T)B'"^ maps R(A) onto R(A-T) then R(B-T) = R(A-T). We show that if A has closed range then R(B-T) is closed for any T with suffi
ciently small norm. Goldman (4) In Chapter III, we consider the linear manifold J(U,V) employed by Graber (5) and Kato (7) . We show that E(U,V) is not always equal to J(U,V) and then give conditions under which they are the same.
In Chapter IV, we generalize some results of Graber (5) and Kato (7) . Graber (5) We know that, if (B-T)B"^ is to be closed and continu ous, then its domain which is R(A) must be closed. Hence we shall assume that A has closed range. We shall now let the linear operator U' be defined by U'x' = Ux where x belongs to x' and show that U' is closed.
Suppose that { x^ ] is a sequence in X' which converges to x' and suppose that L U'x' 1 converges to y. Since x' -• x' , we have that II x^-x' II = II (x^-x)' |l -» 0. For each n, II (x^-x) ' II = inf { II x^-x+t II :teN(U)} and thus, for each n, there exists a t^ in N(U) such that || x^-x+t^ |j < 2 ll(x^-x)' II , . Therefore, j| x^-x+t^ |( converges to zero as n 00. Hence x^^ + t^ -+ x and U(x^+t^) = Ux^ = U'x^ ^ y.
Since U is closed, we have that x belongs to D(U) and so x' belongs to D(U'). Also Ux = U'x' = y. Hence U' is closed.
Since U' is closed and (U')"^ exists, we have that (U')"^ is also closed. We note that such a sequence ^x^l is contained in
Definition 2.9; We define F(U,V) = UE(U,V),
Theorem 2.10: If N(A) C E(A,T), then E(B,T) = E(A,T).

Proof; Clearly E(B,T) d E(A,T). Let e E(A,T).
Then ^i,k+l-^^k+l,k+l ^k+1 "
Tu^^^ -TUj^ k = 0. Therefore, e E(A,T) and so does k -k+l = "k+l,k+l + "i,k+l-Hence Tx^+i « 0(8'^) and we We shall now return to the case where T is an arbitrary continuous linear operator defined on X with range in Y. The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 2.19: R(A-T) = R(B-T) for every T in S if
that N(A) C E. Thus for every T in S we have that N(A) C E(B,T). Hence N(A) C E(A,T). Now by Theorem 2.12 we have that R(A-XT) = R(B-XT) for every T in S
whenever X satisfies I XI 11 T 11 < y or lx| < 2 and in particu lar for X = 1.
III. A COMPARISON OF E(U,V) WITH J(U,y)
In this chapter, we shall let U and V be two linear operators with domains in X where D(U) C D(V) and with ranges in Y. Instead of E(U,V), Kato (7) and Graber (5) have employed a similar linear manifold J(U,V) which is defined below. We shall show by means of an example that these two linear manifolds are not always equal. We shall also give conditions under which they are equal.
Kato (7) and Graber (5) Therefore, E(U,V) = J(U,V). In this chapter, we shall prove a theorem which is a generalization of these two results. We see that T' is a function since, if we let TU = TV = x', then u -v e L so that Tu -Tv e TL which implies that |iTu = laTv,
The following lemma is known. However, the proof is given here for completeness. 
